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 # Who am I?
 	I live in Glendale, Wisconsin  (opens new window).
	It is a suburb of Milwaukee  (opens new window).
	Glendale  (opens new window) is a lovely place to live.


	I am a habitual hobby collector (photography  (opens new window), motorcycling, lock picking, etc).
	I have two dogs  (opens new window) and a cat  (opens new window).
	I enjoy international travel.
	I enjoy travel hacking, too (it is how I afford the trip).
	I plan on seeing Taiwan, Japan, and South Korea in 2024.


	I am a web application developer.
	I worked for Bader Rutter  (opens new window) from July 2021 until February 2024.
	BR clients included Zoetis, Corteva Agriscience, Douglas Products, and McCain Foods.
	I served on an AI working group where I introduced the agency to Ollama.
	I served on a team with the mandate to standardize agency development practices.


	I previously worked for QM Quality Matters  (opens new window), Starkmedia  (opens new window), Experis  (opens new window), and UWM  (opens new window).
	I have written a lot of ColdFusion  (opens new window) since 2006.
	I do not recommend that anybody install Adobe ColdFusion  (opens new window) when Lucee  (opens new window) is available.
	I don't really do ColdFusion  (opens new window) anymore.


	These days (at work) I use:
	Vue.JS  (opens new window)
	Crownpeak  (opens new window)
	Firebase  (opens new window)
	Vuetify  (opens new window)
	Node.js  (opens new window)


	When I write code for fun, I mainly use:
	Vue.JS  (opens new window)
	React  (opens new window)
	VuePress  (opens new window) (what this site uses)
	Firebase  (opens new window)
	Ionic  (opens new window)
	WordPress  (opens new window)


	I tend to enjoy front-end development more than back-end development.


	In 2005, I received a BBA in Management Information Systems from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee - Lubar School of Business  (opens new window).
	In 2012, I received an MBA from Cardinal Stritch University  (opens new window).
	Conferences that I intend to be at in 2024:
	Cyphercon 7.0  (opens new window)


	I post to my blog  (opens new window) fairly often.
	It tends to be 80% coding topics and 20% other topics.
	Posts traditionally go up on Tuesdays and Thursdays.


	I am a Lord under the house of Pierpont-Archer per LordJosephSteinbringCertificate.pdf, I guess.
	If you want to send me money for something, you can use: https://paypal.me/joesteinbring  (opens new window) or https://account.venmo.com/u/Joe-Steinbring  (opens new window)
	I ride a 2023 Honda Navi  (opens new window) and really like it.

 # Where to find me online
 # Fed by Joe
 	Blog
	Pixelfed
	Mastodon
	Instagram
	CodePen
	kbin
	Signal

 # Fed by bots
 	Tumblr
	Photo Blog
	Flickr

 # Rarely used
 	LinkedIn
	Hugging Face
	GitHub
	Dev.to

 # Stuff I don't use
 	Facebook
	Twitter/X
	500px
	TikTok
	WeChat
	Keybase
	Byte
	BlueSky (Although the blog has an account  (opens new window))
	Threads

 # About this site
 This website (jws.dev  (opens new window)) is hosted on Render. It uses VuePress  (opens new window) (a Vue  (opens new window)-powered static site generator) and uses no tracking code or cookies.  The source code is available on github  (opens new window).
 Updated:  2024-03-11  (opens new window)
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